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Perovskite-based solar cell knowledge has been a very attractive field of investigation in
late years. It is a smart and appropriate material for the production of low prices, great
efficiency, and sustainable photovoltaic cell. Perovskite-based solar cell modeling was
performed in this study. Electrical and Optical Simulation of Hybrid Perovskite Solar
Cell CH3NH3PbI3 was considered at different electron transport material ETM layers and
light intensity by using the GPVDM Model at room temperature. To understand the effect
of ETM layers on the performance of perovskite solar cells, various electron transport
materials, including (ETMs = PCBM, SiO2, ZnO, TiO2, ZnSe). The role of light intensity
has been considered on the solar cell parameters (short-circuit photocurrent density,
open-circuit voltage, fill factor, percent conversion efficiency, and maximum power).
Also, the comparison between the special effects of regular and inverted structure device
of architecture is examined. The results will contribute imperative standards and
achievable directions for the production of higher efficiency Perovskite-based solar cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

perovskite layer and ETMLs is an effective method to enhance
solar cell performance and improve charge transport. Up to the
present time, TiO2 has been used as ETML in most regularly
reported PSCs. The electron injection amounts between the
TiO2 as ETL and perovskite absorber are very rapid, but the
great electron recombination amounts are also found due to the
small transport properties and electron mobility [14]. Also, a
high-temperature procedure was necessary for a good
mesoscopic TiO2 layer [15]. Therefore, these properties of
TiO2 may act as disablements to improve solar cell
performance and the additional application for improving low
price perovskite solar cells [16, 17]. Oppositely, ZnO is an
extensive bandgap semiconductor of the second and sixth
semiconductor group that has many favorable characteristics
involving good transparency, large bandgap, and great
luminescence at room temperature. By using the small
temperature solution methods many types of morphologies in
ZnO have been made. The intrinsic doping of the
semiconductor because of zinc interstitials or oxygen
vacancies is n-type [18]. Furthermore, ZnO is a well-known
oxide metal that has an alike energy level such as TiO2, on the
other hand, has high electron mobility than TiO2 [19, 20], that
lets it a perfect candidate for a low-temperature method for
processed electron selective interaction for transparent
electrodes, light-emitting diodes, and organic solar cell thin
film. The modeling and simulation software establishes an
interesting tool to realize high photovoltaic solar cell
efficiency [21, 22]. Over the years, the numerical simulation
technique of solar cell devices has proven to be a feasible tool
for understanding and examining the characteristics of the
solar cell as the electrical, optical and mechanical properties
of multilayers solar cells [23]. It also provides to reduce the
costs and time spent for the fabrication of solar cell devices by
given that valuable information in what way to vary the solar

Metal-halide perovskite solar cells have in recent times
materialized at the front of such photovoltaic investigation and
in a very short period time of around 5 years [1-8]. The
examination in laboratories on hybrid organic and inorganic
perovskites has come to be very concentrated. This innovative
technology of perovskite solar cells has got a rapid
development and for each time an innovative percentage of
PCE power conversion efficiency that performs [9]. Currently,
many investigators worldwide are employed on the
improvement of photovoltaic devices that are favorable in
producing clean energy in the future. The electrontransporting material layer (ETML), one of the greatest
important modules in the PSCs Perovskites for extremely
efficient performance, shows an important starring role in
extracting and moving photogenerated electrons. At the same
time, it also works as a hole blocking layer in order to suppress
carrier recombination. The features of the ETML, especially
its trap states, energy band, carrier mobility, and connected
interfacial characteristics are major factors to examine the
photovoltaic performance and device behavior of PSCs [10].
A rather great electron mobility is desirable for ETMLs to
capably transport and gather electrons transport, causal to the
arising value of (Jsc) short-circuit current density, and also
(FF) fill factor. The good equivalent energy level between
ETLs and the perovskite layer can enable electron transport
and extraction. Moreover, the (Voc) open-circuit voltage can
be defined by the energy level differences between the Fermi
levels of the EF and ETL of the (HTL) hole-transporting layer
[11-13]. Therefore, the energy level is commonly used to
develop the Voc of a solar cell device. Trap states of the
ETMLs also play significant roles in charge transport.
Consequently, increasing interface contact between the
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cell parameters to enhance the solar cell performance [24].
Many parameters can improve the (PCE) percent conversion
efficiency in perovskite-based solar cells; one of them is the
nature and kind of electron-transporting material layer
(ETML). In the present paper, we used GPVDM which is a
powerful simulator for solar cells, where the effect of different
ETMs layer on power conversion efficiency and other
parameters of a planar heterojunction solar cell using
CH3NH3PbI3 as an absorber layer, is investigated. The results
of the solar cell output parameter variant in terms of light
intensity and the comparison between the effects of regular
and inverted structure device of architecture.

Figure 3 (a, b) is shown the parameters thickness, optical
materials, and layer types used for the simulation for regular
(structure 1) and inverted (structure 2) structure device of
architecture cases, respectively.

2. DEVICE STRUCTURE
A representative perovskite-based solar cells PSCs structure
consists of (CH3NH3PbI3) as an absorber layer which is the
main carrier generator, at the top p-type (HTM = PEDOT: PSS)
and n-type (ETMs = PCBM, SiO2, ZnO, TiO2, ZnSe) is
arranged at the bottom side. The hole collector electrode
material is FTO (fluorine tin oxide) glass. The perovskite
absorber material is deposited on FTO glass. As observed, the
device has a multilayer structure that consists of FTO/PEDOT:
PSS/CH3NH3PbI3/ETMs/Ag. The device structure of
perovskite solar cells used in this work is shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2.

(a)

Case of regular structure device of architecture,
(structure 1)

(b)

Case of inverted structure device of architecture,
(structure 2)

Figure 3. Individual layer parameters set in GPVDM
environment

3. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
Electrical and optical simulation of solar cells has been done
at different active layer thickness using GPVDM Software
which is developed for the simulation of solar cells. Both
optical & electrical simulation can be done using this software
under various types of electron-transporting material layer
ETMs, and light intensities (G) ranging from 0.001 to 10
(mW.cm-2). At the room temperature, the fill factor (FF),
short-circuit photocurrent density (JSC), percent conversion
efficiency (PCE), open-circuit voltage (VOC), and maximum
power (Pmax) were calculated by GPVDM software as
performance parameters for PSCs. Materials used for the
design and bandwidth values data of materials are given in
Figures 1, 2 and 3 (a, b). Perovskite electrical and optical
parameters are set from the GPVDM software database based
on the reference [25]. To examine the proposed structure and
its characteristics, the GPVDM simulator is used to explore the
efficiency and primary parameter. We run the software for five
types of electron-transporting material layer ETMs (SiO2, ZnO,
TiO2, PC60BM, and ZnSe) to get the performance parameters
of Perovskite at different ETMs. Simulation for each ETMs
separately has been done for different light of intensities to get
information like Fill factor, power conversion efficiency,
open-circuit voltage, short circuit current density, and
maximum power.

Figure 1. Schematic representation (regular) structure device
of architecture (Glass/FTO/ETMs/CH3NH3PbI3/PEDOT:
PSS/Ag), (structure 1)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2. Schematic representation (inverted) structure
device of architecture (Glass/FTO/ PEDOT: PSS
/CH3NH3PbI3/ ETMs/Ag), (structure 2)

Many metal oxides have been used to analyze the role of the
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electron transporting layer in the perovskite thin-film solar
cells. Here simulation works are carried out all using some
materials as ETMs with varying solar cell parameters. Effect
of the type of electrons transporting layers (EsTLs) on short-

circuit photocurrent density (Jsc), open-circuit voltage (Voc),
fill factor (FF), percent conversion efficiency (PCE), and
maximum power (Pmax) at (G) light intensity 1 (mW.cm-2) at
room temperature, is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance parameters for PSCs prepared with different ETMs
Parameter
FF (%)
ETMs
SiO2
ZnO
TiO2
PC60BM
ZnSe

0.74522
0.74504
0.74444
0.74475
0.74491

Voc (V)
0.44731
0.44792
0.44943
0.44866
0.44824

Jsc (A/cm-2)

PCE (%)

Max. power (watts)

223.5844
227.8618
238.5488
233.1109
230.1129

7.4532
7.6042
7.9813
7.7892
7.6834

74.532567
76.042666
79.813747
77.892982
76.834720

Table 2. Influence of light intensity (mW.cm-2) on (FF) of PSCs with different ETMs
FF (%)
SiO2
ZnO
TiO2
PC60BM
ZnSe

0.001
0.320155
0.323428
0.330632
0.327131
0.325056

0.01
0.643277
0.645009
0.648880
0.646981
0.645870

0.1
0.729799
0.729819
0.729663
0.729766
0.729798

The FF is highest at the SiO2 layer as ETM. The percent
conversion efficiency (PCE) of using TiO2 as ETM is much
higher compared to other items of ETMs. The perovskite solar
cell device based on the pure TiO2 interlayer showed an
efficiency of 7.981375% with a Voc of 0.449439V, Jsc of
238.5488 mA cm-2, and FF of 0.744440%. We used different
materials as the electronic transport layer, and all of them
exhibited various degrees of enhancement on device
performances. That one of TiO2 is resulting in a higher PCE,
which is better than the other devices. Jsc has a directly
proportional with various ETMs at the conditions of light
intensity.
For different ETMs layers the effect of light intensity on
short-circuits photocurrent density (Jsc), open-circuit voltage
(Voc), fill factor (FF), percent conversion efficiency (PCE),
and maximum power (Pmax) all with (G) light intensities
0.001, 0.01,0.1, 1 and 10 (mW.cm-2) at room temperature is
simulated. The fill factor (FF) is mainly affected by light
intensity (Figure 4 and Table 2). FF of the device increases up
to when the light intensity reaches 1 mW/cm2. When the light
intensity reaches 10 mW/cm2, then FF drops due to the
influence of series resistance [26].
The open-circuit voltage (Voc) is related to light intensity.
On this basis, we have established a simulation for the
relationship between the open-circuit voltage and the light
intensity. Figure 5 and Table 3 show the open-circuit voltage
versus light intensity for devices of various ETMs. An
increased charge generation rate results in an increased
chemical potential within the device and thus an increase in

1
0.745228
0.745043
0.744440
0.744752
0.744911

10
0.725024
0.724614
0.723406
0.724034
0.724360

the open-circuit voltage. However, the reduced charge lifetime
reduces the chemical potential within the device and acts as to
reduce the open-circuit voltage. The observed behavior is due
to the charge generation rate increasing more strongly with
intensity than the reduction of the charge lifetime. So, the
open-circuit voltage increases with light intensity.

Figure 4. Influence of light intensity (mW.cm-2) on (FF) of
PSCs with different ETMs

Figure 5. Influence of light intensity (mW.cm-2) on opencircuit voltage (Voc) of PSCs with different ETMs

Table 3. Influence of light intensity (mW.cm-2) on open-circuit voltage (Voc) of PSCs with different ETMs
Voc(V)
SiO2
ZnO
TiO2
PC60BM
ZnSe

0.001
0.200112
0.201329
0.204368
0.202821
0.201968

0.01
0.302869
0.303356
0.304573
0.303953
0.303612

0.1
0.373094
0.373760
0.375423
0.374575
0.374109
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1
0.447317
0.447924
0.449439
0.448667
0.448242

10
0.522609
0.523085
0.524270
0.523666
0.523333

Table 4. Influence of light intensity ranging from 0.001 to 10 mW/cm2 on Jsc of PSCs
Jsc (A/cm-2)
SiO2
ZnO
TiO2
PC60BM
ZnSe

0.001
0.2235830
0.2278604
0.2385473
0.2331094
0.2301113

0.01
2.23583
2.27860
2.38547
2.33109
2.3011

0.1
22.35837
22.78611
23.85481
23.31101
23.01120

1
223.5844
227.8618
238.5488
233.1109
230.1129

10
2235.656
2278.424
2385.279
2330.909
2300.933

increase in the maximum power is primarily caused by a rise
in the Voc and also by the corresponding linear increase in the
photocurrent with the light intensity.

Figure 6. Influence of light intensity ranging from 0.001 to
10 mW/cm2 on Jsc of PSCs
The light generated current is proportional to the flux of
photons therefore Jsc is directly proportional to the light
intensity [27, 28]. The Jsc was calculated as a function of the
light intensity for various ETMs of device to investigate the
main effect of them in the PSCs. In the plot of Figure 6, and
Table 4, the Jsc as a directly proportional function of light
intensity for various ETMs. On the other hand, there is a linear
boost in the Jsc in line with the minority carrier concentration,
due to the increase in light intensity. Surface plots of Jsc
indicate a linear response with respect to illumination intensity.
Also, it can well explain the improvement of the short-circuit
current density for the using TiO2 layer device compared with
the other types of ETMs for device.
To examine if the change in light intensity could explain the
increase in percent conversion efficiency PCE, a curve was
simulated with the model using different light intensity and the
PCE resulting device efficiency plotted. The results are shown
in Figure 7 and Table 5, with the light intensity increase from
0.001 to 10 mW/cm2, PCE increases ranging. This is due to the
charge/discharge current into the capacitive element in the
devices not by real photo-generated one.
The increase in percent conversion efficiency PCE is caused
by optical absorption in the absorber layer and hence efficient
charge separation at the perovskite interface 9.046417% when
the irradiation varies from 0.001 to 10 mW/cm 2.
The maximum power (Pmax) produced by a solar cell is
reached when the product I-V is maximum. In Figure 8 and
Table 6, the maximum power of the studied solar cell in terms
of light intensity is shown. However, shows that the maximum
power increases with increasing the light intensity. Such an

Figure 7. Influence of light intensity ranging from 0.001 to
10 mW/cm2 on PCE of PSCs

Figure 8. Influence of light intensity ranging from 0.001 to
10 mW/cm2 on Pmax of PSCs
In our work, we have shown how this solar cell can exhibit
high percent conversion efficiency (PCE) at the interface of
the CH3NH3PbI3 in contact with TiO2. So that, Solar cell
performance parameters extracted from the reverse current at
ETM (TiO2) with light intensity 1 mW/cm2 as the case of study
in Table 7. The performing regular structure device gives a
PCE of 7.981375% (Jsc of 2.385488e+2 mA cm−2, Voc of
0.449439 V, and FF of 0.744440). The inverted devices
instead give a PCE of 7.467964% (Jsc of 2.239918e+2 mA
cm−2, Voc of 0.447376 V, FF of 0.745242). The solar cells
based on the regular device architecture (structure 1) are much
better in performance than those based on the inverted device
architecture (structure 2).

Table 5. Influence of light intensity ranging from 0.001 to 10 mW/cm 2 on PCE of PSCs
PCE (%)
SiO2
ZnO
TiO2
PC60BM
ZnSe

0.001
1.432428
1.483722
1.611878
1.546658
1.510705

0.01
4.356048
4.458491
4.714444
4.584150
4.512343

0.1
6.087816
6.215527
6.534593
6.372125
6.282606
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1
7.453257
7.604267
7.981375
7.789298
7.683472

10
8.470994
8.636009
9.046417
8.837687
8.722411

Table 6. Influence of light intensity ranging from 0.001 to 10 mW/cm2 on Pmax of PSCs
Max. power (watts)
SiO2
ZnO
TiO2
PC60BM
ZnSe

0.001
0.014324
0.014837
0.016119
0.015467
0.015107

0.01
0.435605
0.445849
0.471444
0.458415
0.451234

0.1
6.087816
6.215527
6.534593
6.372125
6.282606

1
74.532567
76.042666
79.813747
77.892982
76.834720

10
847.09944
863.60085
904.64170
883.76871
872.24110

Table 7. Performance parameters for perovskite thin-film solar cells prepared with different regular and inverted structure device
of architecture
G=1 (mW/cm2)
TiO2 (structure 1)
TiO2 (structure 2)

FF (%)
0.744440
0.745242

Jsc (mA/cm-2)
238.5488
223.9918

Voc (V)
0.449439
0.447376

5. CONCLUSIONS

PCE (%)
7.981375
7.467964

Pmax (w)
79.81374
74.67963
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The influence of electron transport material layers (ETMLs)
and the light intensity effect on the performance of perovskite
solar cells are analyzed by using GPVDM software. The shortcircuit photocurrent density, open-circuit voltage, fill factor,
power conversion efficiency, and maximum power, of
perovskite solar cells, vary with the intensity of light. The light
intensity variation ranging from 0.001 to 10 (mW.cm-2).
Variation of the light intensity incident on a solar cell changes
all solar cell parameters. The variation in light intensity
significantly affects the Jsc. Changes in the illumination
intensity between 10-2 to 102 mW·cm-2 causes a proportional
change in the Jsc for all solar cells. The trend observed in Jsc
is directly proportional to the number of photons absorbed by
the semiconducting material. Surface plots of Jsc indicate a
linear response with respect to illumination intensity. From
this simulation, we have seen that the PCE of this solar cell is
strongly dependent on the light intensity conditions and shows
a dramatically decrease of the efficiencies with decreasing
light intensity. Voc depends on light intensity. FF
monotonically increased up to the intensity of 10 mW.cm-2.
From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the best
way to improve the performance of the solar system is by
maximizing the light intensity falling on the solar cell’s
surface to enhance the maximum output power of the solar
system. The solar cells based on the regular device architecture
are much better in performance than those based on the
inverted device architecture. The above results will give
imperative baselines and feasible directions for the fabrication
of higher efficiency perovskite solar cells.
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